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Variational studies of the t-J model on the square lattice based on infinite projected-entangled pair
states (iPEPS) confirm an extremely close competition between a uniform d-wave superconducting
state and different stripe states. The site-centered stripe with an in-phase d-wave order has an equal
or only slightly lower energy than the stripe with anti-phase d-wave order. The optimal stripe filling
is not constant but increases with J/t. A nematic anisotropy reduces the pairing amplitude and the
energies of stripe phases are lowered relative to the uniform state with increasing nematicity.
PACS numbers: 71.10.Fd, 71.27.+a, 71.10.Hf
The discovery of high-temperature superconductiv-
ity in the cuprates stimulated intense study of the t-J
model [1] - the strong coupling limit of the Hubbard
model [2, 3], on a square lattice. But open issues remain
concerning the phase diagram at underdoping, especially
with regard to the stability and form of stripe phases. Ini-
tially these were considered to be simple charge- and spin-
density waves with enhanced hole doping along pi-domain
walls in an antiferromagnetic (AF) background at a filling
of one hole per unit length per stripe [4–7]. Later theo-
retical work found that half-filled stripes with coexisting
d-wave superconducting (SC) order [8, 9], or even more
complex order with intertwined domain walls in both the
AF and d-wave SC order [10] are very close competitors
to states with uniform hole density. The proposal by Berg
et al [11] that the latter stripe form explained the obser-
vation by Li et al [12] of 2-dimensional superconductivity
order over a large temperature range in La2−xBaxCuO4
around x = 1/8 stimulated further theoretical investiga-
tions. Surprisingly many calculations on the t-J model
using a range of different approximations found small en-
ergy differences between states with uniform hole density
and the stripe states [10, 13–16]. This near degeneracy
between states with clearly different ordering suggests an
underlying general physical explanation. This interpreta-
tion is further supported by the experimental observation
of the stripe state in a specific hole density range in some
cuprates. (See Refs. [17–23] for a review).
In this paper we use an improved version of the pow-
erful infinite projected entangled-pair states (iPEPS)
method on the t-J model. This method yields the low-
est energy variational wavefunctions to date for infinite
(or very large) two-dimensional systems. It gives remark-
ably small energy differences for the very different stripe
and uniform states. Interestingly, as the accuracy of the
method is increased, the energy differences between the
competing states become smaller. Our version of the
t-J model ignores the usual next-nearest neighbor hop-
ping for computational simplicity, but this omission did
not affect the near degeneracies in the earlier calcula-
tions [10, 14, 15], suggesting an underlying general phys-
ical explanation, which remains to be uncovered.
The near degeneracy, on the one hand, makes the iden-
tification of the true ground state extremely difficult, on
the other hand it implies that the t-J model in the phys-
ically relevant regime is at or close to a phase transition
between competing phases. So small additional and/or
anisotropic terms in the model can stabilize one phase
over the other. Since these additional terms will depend
on the particular cuprate compound, it can explain why
stripes are only found in certain cuprates. As an ex-
ample of a modified t-J model, we study the effect of
a nematic anisotropy, which can be introduced by the
tilting pattern of the CuO6 octahedra e.g. in the low-
temperature tetragonal (LTT) phase of La2−xBaxCuO4
around x = 1/8, and confirm that it lowers the energy of
the stripe state relative to the uniform state.
Model – The t-J model is given by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ = −t
∑
〈ij〉σ
(
c˜†iσ c˜jσ +H.c.
)
+ J
∑
〈ij〉
(
SˆiSˆj − 1
4
nˆinˆj
)
(1)
with 〈ij〉 nearest-neighbor pairs, σ = {↑, ↓} the spin in-
dex, nˆi =
∑
σ cˆ
†
iσ cˆiσ the electron density and Sˆi the spin
1/2 operator on site i, and c˜iσ = cˆiσ(1− cˆ†iσ¯ cˆiσ¯).
Method – Our results are obtained with (fermionic)
infinite projected-entangled pair states (iPEPS) - a vari-
ational tensor network ansatz to efficiently represent
two-dimensional ground states in the thermodynamic
limit [24–27]. It can be seen as a natural generaliza-
tion of matrix product states (the underlying ansatz of
the density-matrix renormalization group method [28]) to
two dimensions. Originally it has been developed for spin
systems, and later extended to fermionic systems [27, 29–
36]. The ansatz consists of a supercell of rank-5 tensors
which is periodically repeated on the lattice. Each tensor
has a physical index and four auxiliary indices which con-
nect to the nearest-neighboring tensors. The accuracy of
the ansatz can be systematically controlled by the bond
dimensionD of the auxiliary indices (each tensor contains
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Competing low-energy states in the t-J
model found with iPEPS simulations using different supercells
(J/t = 0.4). The diameter of the red dots (length of the ar-
rows) is proportional to the local hole density (local magnetic
moment) with average values given by the first (second) row
of numbers below a panel. The width of a bond between two
sites scales with the (singlet) pairing amplitude on the corre-
sponding bond with different sign in horizontal and vertical
direction indicated by the two different colors. [U] Uniform d-
wave superconducting state with coexisting antiferromagnetic
order (δ ∼ 0.1, D = 14), where two different tensors for the
two sublattices have been used. [W5] A site-centered vertical
stripe state of width W = 5 with in-phase d-wave order in a
5 × 2 supercell (δ ∼ 1/8, D = 14). [W5AP] A site-centered
stripe state of width W = 5 with anti-phase d-wave order in
a 10 × 2 supercell (δ ∼ 1/8, D = 10). [Diag] A fully-doped
(ρl = 1), insulating diagonal stripe in a L × L cell using L
different tensors at a doping δ = 1/L (here L = 5, D = 14).
We considered sizes up to L = 11.
3D4 variational parameters). A D = 1 iPEPS simply
corresponds to a site-factorized wave function (product
state), and by increasing D quantum fluctuations (or en-
tanglement) can be systematically added to the state. A
similar ansatz has been employed in Ref. [37], however,
here we use a more accurate optimization scheme (the
full update, cf. Ref. [27]) to find the best variational pa-
rameters. We also push the simulations to larger bond
dimensions by exploiting U(1) symmetries [38, 39] and a
more efficient contraction method (see supplemental ma-
terial [40]).
We compare various competing low-energy states in
the t-J model by using different supercell sizes in iPEPS,
e.g. a uniform state with d-wave SC order coexisting with
AF order at low doping, and different types of stripe
states, with examples presented in Fig. 1. Each panel
shows several order parameters computed with iPEPS:
the hole density δi = 1 − 〈nˆi〉 and the local magnetic
moment Sˆzi on each site i, and the singlet pairing ampli-
tude ∆ = 〈cˆi↑cˆj↓ − cj↓cˆi↑〉/
√
2 between neighboring sites
i and j.
Uniform d-wave state – We first discuss the results ob-
tained with an iPEPS consisting of only two tensors, one
for each sublattice, for J/t = 0.4. The lowest energy state
we find with this ansatz has a uniform charge distribution
and a d-wave SC order, coexisting with AF order at low
doping (see [U] in Fig. 1). A similar state has been found
in several previous studies [10, 41–47], however, here we
obtain a lower variational energy for this state than the
best result from fixed-node Monte Carlo combined with
two Lanczos steps (FNMC+2L) [47], see Fig. 2(a). For
example, at doping δ = 0.12 we find an energy per hole
Ehole = (Es − E0)/δ = −1.578t for D = 14, where Es is
the energy per site and E0 = −0.467775 the value at zero
doping taken from Ref. [48]. This value is considerably
lower than Ehole = −1.546t obtained for a system with
N = 162 in Ref. [47], where the energy increases with
system size.
In Fig. 2(b) we present results for the singlet pairing
amplitude ∆ of the uniform state as a function of doping,
for D = 6, D = 12 and the extrapolated data in 1/D (see
[40] for additional data). It is suppressed with increas-
ing D, but tends to a finite value in the infinite D limit,
∆ ≈ 0.025 for δ = 0.12. The local magnetic moment
m shown in Fig. 2(c) decreases rapidly with doping, and
is also suppressed with increasing D. For δ . 0.1 the
extrapolated value of m in 1/D is finite, but it vanishes
for larger δ. Thus, we find coexisting d-wave and anti-
ferromagnetic order for δ . 0.1 in close agreement with
previous results [10, 42–47].
Stripe states – Next we focus on vertical stripe states,
which are obtained with supercells of size P × 2 with P
the periodicity of the stripe. Each stripe has a certain
width W given by the periodicity of the charge density
wave order (which is not necessarily equal to P ), and
a filling measured in holes per unit length of a stripe,
ρl = Wδ. In Refs. [8, 37] it was found that the preferred
width of a stripe increases with decreasing doping (see
also [40]), i.e. depending on the doping we need to use
different supercell sizes. To simplify the discussion we
will focus on W = 5 stripes in the following which in our
calculations are energetically favored for dopings around
δ ∼ 0.12 [49].
The lowest energy W = 5 stripe we find is the W5
state shown in Fig. 1. This state exhibits a modulation
in the charge-, spin-, and superconducting order, where
the maximal doping is centered on a row of sites, called
site-centered stripe (as opposed to bond-centered stripes,
see Refs. [21, 50–52] for a discussion). Fig. 2(d) shows
that both the amplitudes of the charge- and spin- mod-
ulation decrease with increasing bond dimension D, but
then tend to a finite value in the infinite D limit, which
indicates that in this state the stripe order persists in
this limit.
The d-wave pairing in the W5 stripe state has the same
sign structure on neighboring stripes, i.e. in-phase order.
In agreement with previous studies [10, 13–15, 53, 54] we
also find a competing low-energy state which has anti-
phase order (W5AP in a 10×2 supercell shown in Fig. 1)
with an energy per hole that is only slightly higher (of
the order of 0.001t for D = 10) than the in-phase stripe,
see [40] for additional data. Since the energy difference
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Energies of the competing states
as a function of inverse bond dimension for δ = 0.12. The
horizontal lines show the best fixed-node Monte Carlo result
(with 2 Lanczos steps) from Ref. [47]. (b)-(c) Order param-
eters of the uniform d-wave state as a function of doping:
(b) the pairing amplitude ∆ and (c) the local magnetic mo-
ment m. The extrapolated values have been obtained from
a linear extrapolation of the finite D data, which provides a
rough estimate of the order parameters in the infinite D limit.
(d) Order parameters of the W5 stripe state as a function of
inverse D for δ = 0.12: the modulation strength of the local
hole density ∆n = nmax − nmin and of the local magnetic
moment ∆m = mmax −mmin, where n = 〈nˆ〉 and m = |〈Sˆz〉|
are evaluated on each lattice site in the supercell. The filled
squares show the maximal singlet pairing |∆|. The order pa-
rameters decrease with increasing D, but remain finite in the
infinite D limit. The dashed lines are a guide to the eye.
between the two states is very small, it is conceivable that
anti-phase stripes get stabilized by additional terms (such
as a next-nearest neighbor hopping [10]). This further
supports the proposal that anti-phase ordered stripes are
the reason for the lack of 3D superconductivity above
T = 4K in La2−xBaxCuO4 around x = 1/8 [12, 55], be-
cause they lead to a suppression of the interlayer Joseph-
son coupling between the copper-oxygen planes [11].
Finally, we also find diagonal stripes with a low energy,
e.g. the state shown in the right panel in Fig. 1. These
states are obtained by using supercells of size L×L with
L different tensors arranged in a diagonal stripe pattern.
These stripes are insulating and have a filling of ρl = 1
holes per unit length. However, we will show in the next
section that diagonal stripes are energetically unfavorable
at large D.
Uniform vs stripe states – So far, we have found various
low energy states in different supercells. Next we make a
systematic comparison of their energies for J/t = 0.4 and
δ = 0.12, to determine which of the competing states is
the true ground state. For a fixed value of D = 8 we find
that the uniform state has a higher variational energy
than the W5 stripe state, in agreement with previous
findings [37]. Furthermore, it turns out that diagonal,
insulating stripes - which were not considered in Ref. [37]
- are even lower in energy for D = 8. However, from this
we cannot conclude that the diagonal stripe state is the
ground state, but we must examine how the energies of
the competing states change upon increasing D, shown
in Fig. 2(a): All energies decrease with increasing D,
however with different slopes, such that the W5 stripe
state becomes lower in energy than the diagonal stripe
state for D > 12. For D = 14 the W5 stripe state has the
lowest energy, but since the energy of the uniform state
decreases faster (at least for D < 12) than the energy
of the W5 state it may get lower (or equal) in the large
D limit. Such a crossing of energies of competing states
as a function of D has already been found in another
model [56] and it is a possible scenario also for the present
case.
Even if we cannot conclusively determine the ground
state based on our results, the important message from
our data is that the uniform and the vertical stripe state
are still strongly competing at considerably lower vari-
ational energies than in previous studies for large 2D
systems [47]. It thus seems likely that both states play
an important role for the low-energy physics of the t-J
model, and that small perturbations (e.g disorder, open
boundaries [57], etc.) in the system can be enough to
stabilize different states. However, our data shows that
diagonal stripes are energetically higher than vertical
stripes. [We have not found evidence for the stable diag-
onal stripes observed in experiments [19, 58] in the low
doping limit in the present model.]
Remarks on phase separation – While it is well estab-
lished that the t-J model undergoes phase separation for
large J/t and small doping [59–64], some previous studies
predicted phase separation to occur also in the physically
relevant regime J/t ∼ 0.4 (see e.g.[43, 65]). In our study
we do not find evidence for phase separation, at least not
in the doping regime δ & 0.08 (see [40] for a discussion).
Other values of J/t – It is conceivable that the close
competition between the uniform and the vertical stripe
state may be a specific feature for J/t = 0.4. This moti-
vated us to do a similar study also for other values of J/t
to check if we can detect a clear phase transition between
the two states as a function of J/t. However, for small
values J/t = 0.2 as well as for large values J/t = 0.8 we
find a qualitatively similar dependence on D as in the
J/t = 0.4 case, i.e. the uniform state is higher than the
stripe state, but they become closer and closer with in-
creasing D. Thus, the strong competition between the
two states can be found for a wide range of J/t. We also
computed the pairing amplitude as a function of J/t,
shown in Fig. 3(a) for δ = 0.14, which increases with J/t
for both states, with almost a linear dependence for the
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Pairing amplitude as a function of
J/t for δ = 0.14, D = 10. (b) Optimal stripe filling ρl = Wδ
as a function of J/t (D = 10, W = 5).
uniform state.
A rather unexpected finding concerns the optimal
stripe filling, i.e. the filling at which the energy per
hole has a minimum for a stripe of a fixed width.
Several previous studies predicted that the minimum
is at ρl = 0.5 holes per unit length (i.e. half-filled
stripes) [8, 9, 16, 37, 66] , which is in close agreement
with our results for J/t = 0.4. However, here we find
that this is only true for J/t ∼ 0.4, and that the opti-
mal stripe filling actually depends continuously on J/t,
i.e. it is a function of the physical parameters of the
system. Fig. 3(b) shows that for J/t = 0.2 the optimal
ρl is ≈ 0.35, i.e. smaller than half filling, whereas for
J/t = 0.8 the minimum energy per hole is found for a
fully-doped stripe (ρl = 1).
Nematic case – Motivated by the fourfold rotational
lattice symmetry breaking in each CuO2 layer in the LTT
phase of La2−xBaxCuO4 and related compounds around
x = 1/8 we study the effect of a nematic anisotropy
in the t-J model. In Fig. 4(a) we show the results for
tx = 0.85ty and Jx = (0.85)
2Jy with Jy/ty = 0.4, at
a doping δ = 0.1. Comparing with the isotropic case,
the vertical W5 stripe state has lowered its energy with
respect to the uniform state, which shows that nematic-
ity helps to stabilize the stripe state, in agreement with
previous findings [67–69]. We also find that the optimal
stripe filling is shifted towards smaller doping, around
ρl ≈ 0.4, see [40].
At low doping the preferred orientation of the stripe
is along the direction with stronger couplings, i.e the y-
direction in this case as found in Refs. [68–70] (and in
Ref. [67] for non-superconducting stripes). However, we
find that at large doping (δ & 0.14) it is the opposite ori-
entation which is preferred, i.e. horizontal stripes. This
can be understood by looking at the energy contribu-
tions in the two spacial directions in the isotropic case
(see [40] for the individual energy contributions): For a
vertical stripe around half filling the exchange term EJ
is dominant over the kinetic term Ekin, and it is stronger
(lower) in y- than in x-direction, Ekiny < E
kin
x . Thus,
in the nematic case the stripe can minimize its energy
by orienting itself parallel to the direction with stronger
couplings. However, for large δ it is the transverse kinetic
energy Ekinx which is dominant, since with increasing dop-
ing EJ becomes weaker. Furthermore, EJx < E
J
y at large
doping, so that for the total energy we find Etotx < E
tot
y .
Thus, in the nematic case at large doping it is favorable
for the stripe to form perpendicular to the direction with
stronger couplings. [A similar conclusion for fully-doped
stripes has been reached in Ref. [67].]
Finally, we study the effect of the nematicity on the
pairing amplitude, shown in Fig. 4(b). For both the uni-
form and the stripe state we find that the pairing am-
plitude is suppressed with increasing nematicity, i.e. the
maximal pairing is obtained in the isotropic case.
Conclusion – Even with a substantially higher accu-
racy than in previous studies, and in the limit of an in-
finite system where boundary and finite size effects are
negligible, we still find an extremely close competition
between the uniform and the vertical stripe state. The
origin of this near degeneracy remains a crucial open
question and requires further theoretical investigation.
One possibility is that the nearest-neighbor t-J model is
at or close to a phase transition which separates the two
states, i.e. small additional terms in the Hamiltonian can
be enough to stabilize one of the states. These additional
terms depend on the particular cuprate compound, and
we believe that studying the effect of these terms will
explain why stripes appear in certain materials whereas
other compounds show no signs of stripes. For example,
here we confirmed that a nematic anisotropy, which can
be found in the LTT phase of La2−xBaxCuO4, favors the
stripe state over the uniform state.
We have studied the properties of the competing states
individually: the uniform state has d-wave order coexist-
ing with antiferromagnetic order for δ . 0.1. The pairing
amplitude increases with J/t approximately linearly and
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J/t = 0.4 and tx = 0.85t. (b) The pairing amplitude of
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5gets suppressed with increasing nematicity. The vertical
stripe state is site-centered and has a finite modulation
amplitude of the spin and charge order. Stripes with
anti-phase order have a similar or only slightly higher
energy than stripes with in-phase order. In the presence
of a nematic anisotropy the stripe orientation depends
on the doping. Finally, we have shown that the optimal
stripe filling is not necessarily ρl = 0.5, but depends on
J/t. Therefore, a theory of the physics of stripes should
include the optimal stripe filling as a free parameter.
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COMMENTS ON THE IPEPS METHOD
An infinite projected-entangled pair state (iPEPS) [1,
2] is an efficient ansatz for two-dimensional ground states
in the thermodynamic limit. It is made of a rectangular
supercell of size Lx × Ly = NT , containing NT rank-5
tensors, A[x,y] labelled by the position [x, y] relative to
the supercell [3]. This supercell is periodically repeated
on the infinite lattice. If the wave function is transla-
tional invariant, a supercell with only one tensor can be
used (i.e. the same tensor is repeated on each lattice
site). However, since we work directly in the thermo-
dynamic limit, translational symmetries (and other sym-
metries of the model) may be spontaneously broken. In
this case a larger super cell which is compatible with the
ground-state structure is required. For the uniform state
described in the main text we take 2 different tensors ar-
ranged in a checkerboard order (in order to include the
possibility of antiferromagnetic long-range order). The
W5 stripe state and the W5AP state require 10 and 20
different tensors, respectively. The diagonal stripe states
in the L×L cells are obtained by using L different tensors,
repeated in the cell compatible with the stripe pattern.
The optimization of the tensors is done via an imagi-
nary time evolution using a second order Trotter-Suzuki
decomposition. For the involved truncation of a bond in
the iPEPS we use the so-called full update (see [2]) which
is more accurate than the simple update [2, 4] used in our
previous study of the t-J model [3].
Contraction scheme
In the present work we adopted the corner-transfer-
matrix (CTM) method [5, 6], generalized to arbitrary
supercell sizes from Ref. [3], to approximately contract
the two-dimensional tensor network. The CTM method
outputs the so-called environment tensors, consisting of
four corner tensors C1, C2, C3, C4, and four edge tensors
T1, T2, T3, T4, for each position [x, y] in the supercell.
These environment tensors effectively account for the in-
finite two-dimensional system surrounding the reduced
bulk tensors a[x,y] (which are obtained by multiplying
each tensor A[x,y] with its conjugate). For details on the
method we refer to Ref. [3].
The only difference to the scheme in Ref. [3] is how
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FIG. 1. Details on the renormalization step in the corner-
transfer-matrix method to perform a left move (cf. Ref. [3]).
(a) A 2 × 2 block of reduced tensors a surrounded by the
environment tensors. This network of 4 × 4 tensors is split
into an upper half and a lower half, shown in (b). A QR
decomposition (or SVD) is performed on the upper and lower
half, yielding the tensors R and R˜, respectively. (c) An SVD
is performed on the product of RR˜, where only χ singular
values are kept. (d) A resolution of the identity R−1RR˜R˜−1
is approximated by introducing the result from (c), which
yields projectors P˜ = R˜V s−1/2 and P = s−1/2U†R. (e) These
projectors are then used to absorb a column of tensors into
the left environment tensors.
we renormalize the corner and edge tensors after an ab-
sorption step. Instead of computing isometries based on
a singular value decomposition to absorb a column (or
a row) of tensors into the environment tensors, we use
the projector introduced in Refs. 7 and 8. This choice
of renormalization yields a better convergence of quan-
tities as a function of the boundary dimension χ. The
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FIG. 2. Convergence of the energies with the boundary di-
mension χ for different bond dimensions D (J/t = 0.4 and
δ ∼ 0.1). The error due to the finite χ is small for large χ.
steps of how to perform a left-move (i.e. where the sys-
tem is grown by one column to the left) is explained in
Fig. 1. The other moves (right move, top move, and down
move) are performed in a similar way until convergence
is reached.
A computationally cheaper variant of this (but less ac-
curate) is to compute the QR decomposition shown in
Fig. 1(b) only based on the upper left corner (made of
4 tensors), and lower left corner (made of 4 tensors), in-
stead of the upper and lower half of the 4× 4 network.
Convergence of the variational energies
An iPEPS is a variational ansatz - however, expecta-
tion values can only be efficiently computed in an ap-
proximate way, with an error that is controlled by the
boundary dimension χ, see previous section. If χ is too
small then the resulting energy is not necessarily vari-
ational, i.e. an upper bound to the true ground state
energy. It is thus important to check the convergence of
the energy (and order parameters) as a function of χ, as
e.g. shown in Fig. 2. In the present study we used a χ up
to ∼ 300 such that the error due to the finite χ is small
(much smaller than the symbol sizes in the main text).
Furthermore, in the present case we find that the energy
is decreasing with increasing χ, which implies that each
energy E(D,χ) is variational (this is not necessarily true
in general and needs to be carefully checked in each case).
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FIG. 3. (a) Comparison of the variational energies for J/t =
0.4 of the competing states for different bond dimensions D.
(b) Pairing amplitude and (c) magnetic moment in the uni-
form state as a function of doping. The extrapolated values
have been obtained from a linear extrapolation of the finite D
data, which provides a rough estimate of the order parameters
in the infinite D limit.
ADDITIONAL SIMULATION RESULTS
Isotropic case
In Fig. 3(a) we show the variational energies of sev-
eral competing states as a function of doping for various
values of D for J/t = 0.4. In particular, it shows that
the anti-phase stripe W5AP has a similar or only slightly
higher energy than the in-phase W5 stripe (for D = 10).
Figures 3(b)-(c) show the finite D data of the magnetic
moment and the pairing amplitude of the uniform state,
together with the extrapolated value.
In agreement with Ref. [3] we also find low-energy
stripes in supercells with other widths W , shown in Fig. 4
for D = 8. For each stripe the optimal filling (where the
energy per hole is minimal) is approximately at ρl ≈ 0.5
holes per unit length per stripe for this particular value
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FIG. 4. Energy per hole of various stripes with widths W=4,
5, 7 and 9 (all in-phase and site centered) for J/t = 0.4 and
D = 8.
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FIG. 5. Variational energies of the W5 stripe and uniform
state for (a) J/t = 0.2 and (b) J/t = 0.8.
of J/t = 0.4. The energy at the optimal stripe filling
decreases with increasing stripe width up to W = 7, but
seems to saturate for larger widths, i.e. the minimal en-
ergy per hole of the W = 7 stripe is roughly the same
as the one of the W = 9 stripe. Note also that around
δ ∼ 1/8 the W = 5 stripe is lower in energy than the
W = 4 stripe. For dopings around δ ∼ 0.15 they are al-
most equal in energy. These findings may be different for
other values of J/t or in more realistic models including
a finite t′.
In Fig. 5 we show the energies of the uniform and W5
stripe state for other values of J/t. The minimum energy
per hole in the stripe state is found around ρl ≈ 0.35 (δ =
0.07) for J/t = 0.2 and at ρl = 1 (δ = 0.2) for J/t = 0.8.
Remarks on phase separation
One of the possible predicted scenarios in the low-
doping regime of the t-J model is that the system phase
separates into two phases, i.e. an antiferromagnetic re-
gion with δ = 0 and a doped region with a finite hole
density (see e.g. Refs. [9, 10] and references therein).
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FIG. 6. Energy contributions on each bond in the W5 stripe
at doping δ = 0.095 (a)-(c), and δ = 0.2 (d)-(f). The first row
of panels shows the kinetic energy Ekin, the second row the
exchange energy EJ , and the last row the total energy one
each bond in the supercell. The top (bottom) row of numbers
show the local hole density (local magnetic moment). Mean
values are given on the right hand side of each panel.
For a stable system the energy per site must be a con-
vex function as a function of doping, or equivalently the
energy per hole needs to be a monotonically increasing
with doping (see e.g. Ref. [11]). If the energy per hole
has a minimum at a certain value δc it implies that the
system phase separates for hole densities 0 < δ < δc.
For example, if we consider the uniform state in Fig. 4
we can identify a minimum in the energy per hole around
δc ≈ 0.045 which would suggest an unstable region for
0 < δ < 0.045. This value changes with increasing D,
e.g. δc ≈ 0.03 for D = 10, and it is conceivable that δc
tends to zero in the infinite D limit.
However, the global minimum for D = 8 in Fig. 4 is
given by the W7 stripe state for δc ≈ 0.08, which would
suggest phase separation for δ . 0.08, but not for δ >
0.08. Note that this global minimum may change with
increasing D, e.g. the uniform state or stripes with larger
widths (e.g. the W9 stripe) could become lower than the
W7 stripe state for larger D, such that δc shifts to lower
doping. A detailed study of the low doping regime is
more challenging since it requires simulations using even
larger supercell sizes and is left for future work.
For our study, the most important conclusion is that
there is no evidence for phase separation for δ & 0.08 (for
J/t = 0.4), in particular not around δ = 0.12 at which
we compare the energies of the competing states in the
main text.
Energy contributions in the W5 stripe state
In Fig. 6 we show the individual bond energies in the
supercell of the W5 stripe at two different dopings, for
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the variational energies in the nematic
t-J model with J/t = 0.4 and tx = 0.85t for different values of
D. The W5H stripe corresponds to a width-5 stripe oriented
along the horizontal direction (i.e. a W5 stripe rotated by 90
degrees).
J/t = 0.4. As mentioned in the main text, at small
doping (δ ∼ 0.1) the most dominant energy is the ex-
change energy parallel to the stripe, EJy . Interestingly,
the weakest exchange energy is not found along the verti-
cal chain with highest doping, but along the x-direction
on the bonds which connect to the vertical chain with
highest doping. This indicates that along that chain
rather strong AF correlations are present. At large dop-
ing (δ ∼ 0.2) the transverse kinetic energy Ekinx is domi-
nant, and the exchange energy is also stronger along the
x than the y-direction. The weakest exchange energy is
now found along the vertical chain with highest doping,
and EJx < E
J
y , leading to a total energy which is clearly
lower in x-direction.
Nematic case
In Fig. 7 we show the variational energies of the
competing states for different values of D (J/t = 0.4,
tx = 0.85t, and ty = t). As in the isotropic case the in-
sulating diagonal stripe has the lowest variational energy
for small D, but the vertical stripe state becomes ener-
getically lower for large D around optimal filling. We
did not push the simulations to large D around δ ∼ 0.14,
but also in this case we expect that the superconducting
horizontal or vertical stripe will be lower in energy than
the insulating diagonal stripe, i.e. there is a transition
between vertical and horizontal stripe as a function of
doping.
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